Innbox Premium
Application Suite
Let Innbox take you beyond the box
Operators continuously strive to meet their goals while introducing customer-premises equipment. Beside of
keeping costs under control, they need to promote their brand recognition by making user experience match
their corporate identity and public image.
Building upon extensive experience, Iskratel understands these specific – yet various – needs. For superior user
experience, Iskratel provides a premium suite of applications for Innbox home gateways.
The user-friendly suite includes Innbox Share, Innbox EasyMesh™ Controller, Innbox Parental Control, Innbox
VPN, Innbox IPTV over Wi-Fi, Innbox Dynamic DNS, Graphical User Interface, Innbox Mobile App, and fully
manageable LED indicators. All applications are designed for easy remote management and troubleshooting.
Operators can offer applications as a service for an extra value to its customers, and to keep their loyalty with
continuous improvements to their experience.

What’s Inside the Suite?
 Users can remotely access USB-attached storage in a well-known manner with our Innbox Share. It brings an
exclusive, private-cloud experience with viewing pictures, listening to the music or watching videos, uploading
and downloading files across all connected devices, and also sharing files to their friends or relatives.
 Multiple access points that work together can be set up to form a unified network that provides smart and
efficient Wi-Fi throughout the home with Innbox EasyMesh™ Controller. Network setup and device on-boarding
involves minimal user intervention. Quality of connection is indicated by LED indicators, which also blink for the
first five minutes after a successfully completed mesh on-boarding.
 Users can define screen time (weekly and daily) for minors to protect them from inappropriate content with
Innbox Advanced Parental Control application.
 Users connect securely to all home services and devices (such as TV sets, cameras, and IoT devices) with Innbox
VPN. A safe virtual network interface is established acting as a primary connection. Users can enjoy home
experience anywhere on the world.
 Laying LAN cables around the apartment to reach set-top-box devices is a past. Innbox IPTV over Wi-Fi converts
UDP streams to TCP streams to ensure quality video streaming over Wi-Fi or Mesh Wi-Fi. If wireless signal is
interrupted, the lost part of stream is retransmitted, so the video stays pristine.

 Innbox Dynamic DNS allows updates to the DNS depending on dynamically allocated public IP address. This
allows the use of the same domain names for web-based services (even with dynamic DHCP) that residential
users and small businesses provide over the internet (such as storage, webcams, or VPN servers).
 The new Graphical User Interface is customisable and supports multiple languages. It gives to end users and
operators a simplified way of management, troubleshooting and monitoring their network and connected
devices. Responsive design of GUI provides easy access from any device regardless of the size of the display.
 In addition to the GUI, home gateways come with Innbox Mobile App. It is available for Android and iOS. A
graphic-oriented tool allows user-friendly management, control of applications, diagnostics and troubleshooting.
 LED indicators might disturb enjoying TV experience if the home gateway is placed in a visible place in the
drawing room. The front panel LED indicators are fully manageable and controllable – they can be turned off if
necessary.

View of Innbox Share

Availability and Ordering
The Innbox Premium Application Suite is available on the latest generation of G-series, U-series and E-series of
Innbox home gateways.
The Suite comes as a bundle; individual applications cannot be purchased separately. It can be procured on monthly
basis or as a one-time buy.
Along with the Suite, full support, regular updates and all future applications are provided.
For more information, reach out to your Iskratel representative or please contact info@iskratel.si.
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